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Among several stability and consistency concepts for Runge-Kutta methods applied to stiff initial value
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade several stability concepts have been introduced for assessing convergence of
Runge-Kutta methods applied to stiff nonlinear differential equations y'= f(t,y) with f satisfying a
one-sided Lipschitz condition with constant m. Among these, B-stability and the equivalent criterium
of algebraic stability are well-known (see [2], {3], [6]); they guarantee stability w.r.t. perturbations of
the initial value for m =E;;;O. Moreover, they enable establishing B-convergence (i.e. global error bounds
independent of the stiffness, see [7]) for m <0 ([5], [11)); for m;;a.O, however, B-stability is not
sufficient to have such convergence property (as was shown by means of a counterexample in (12]).
For a nonnegative m B-convergence can be proved if, in addition, BS - and BSI - stability are
assumed, ensuring stability per step w.r.t. perturbations of the internal stages of the Runge-Kutta
method ([8], [9], [10]).

In this paper it will be shown that for any m ;;a.o ES-stability is equivalent to B-consistency (i.e.
local error bounds independent of the stiffness, see [7]), revealing the necessity of ES-stability for
stiffness independent error bounds; for RSI-stability a similar equivalence will be derived.
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2.

PRELIMINARIES

Consider the numerical solution of a stiff initial value problem

y' = f(t,y),

f:

[O,T]XRn~Rn,

T>O,

(2.la)
(2.lb)

by ans-stage Runge-Kutta method

Yf

s

= T'Jk-1 +h ~ aijf (tk-1 +cjh, Yj), I:o;;;;i:o;;;;s,

(2.2a)

j=I

s

T'Jk = T'Jk-1 +h ~ bjf (tk-1 +cjh, Yj)

(2.2b)

j=I

with T'Jo

= y 0 and1Jk~y(tk) fork = 1,2, ... and tk = kh:o;;;;T. It will be assumed, for convenience, that

the nodes are such that O:o;;;;c 1 ,,;;;;

for U

= (U; ),

U; ERn, and e

• • •

:o;;;;cs,,;;;; 1. Using the abbreviations

= (1, ...,I l

E R8 , system (2.2) will be written from now on as
(2.3a)
(2.3b)

Here, boldface letters indicate Kronecker products with In to make A = (aij), b = (b;) and e of
appropriate dimension. Further, <v,w> = vTw denotes the Euclidean inner product on R1,/El\I,
with IHI as the corresponding norm.
The righthand side f of (2.la) is assumed to be differentiable w.r.t. y and to satisfy a one-sided
Lipschitz condition (with a one-sided Lipschitz constant m)
(2.4)
for all tE[O,T] andyi,y 2 ERn. The set of all functions/in (2.la) satisfying (2.4) for a given mER
will be denoted by <Fm.
Local stability and local errors of a Runge-Kutta method can be studied by considering the

difference between an unperturbed step

Y = e'llo +hAF(to, Y)

(2.5a)

3

(2.5b)
and a perturbed one,

-

(2.6a)

~
= 'IJo +hbT F(to, Y)+u,

(2.6b)

'111

with

-

Y = e'llo+hAF(t 0 ,Y)+A

perturbations

AeRns

and

8eRn.

Introducing

V

= Y-

Y, v

= ij1 -111

and

= hF(t0 , Y)-hF(t 0 , Y), the difference between (2.6) and (2.5) can be written as

W

V= AW+A

(2.7a)
(2.7b)

Now, the Runge-Kutta method is called BSI-stable on !Jfm if there are constants ao,D 0 >0 such that

llVll:s;;;,DollAll

(2.8)

for every h >0 with hm:s;;;,oto, and for all .6.eRns and /e!Jfm. The Runge-Kutta method is called BS-

stable on !Jfm if there are constants a 1, D 1 >0 such that

llv II :s;;;,D 1(llAll + 11811)

(2.9)

for every h>O with hm:s;;;,ai. and for all AeRns, 8eRn and/E!Jfm.
In order to study local errors let y(t) be a solution of (2.la) with

Mj

f E!Jfm;

further, let

= max{l[y<i>(t)ll IO:i;;;;,t:s;;;,T}. Then the method is called BI-consistent on !Jfm if there are constants

/Jo>O, q 0 >0 (depending only _on the method) and C0 >0 (depending on some of the M/s but
independent of the stiffness of the problem) such that
(2.10)

for every h >0 with hm:s;;;,Po and for every solution y of (2.la) with /E!Jfm. Finally, the method is
called B-consistent on !Jfm if there are constants /11 >0, q 1 >0 and C 1 >0 such that
(2.11)

for every h>O with hm:s;;;,{J1 and for every solutiony of (2.la) with/E!Jfm; again, for /Ji.q 1 and C 1
the same holds as said above.
Both B (I)-consistency and BS (/)-stability are crucial for assessing B-convergence results for
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Runge-Kutta methods on <Fm,m;;;;;.O (see e.g. [9]).
There has been no specification yet about the dimension n. For convenience, n will be considered as
a fixed but arbitrary integer, which means that all bounds D;,C; are allowed to depend on n. Results
uniformly in n, similar to those that will be derived for fixed n, can be obtained in the same way by
considering all the spaces Rn as subspaces of the Hilbert space / 2 • Furthermore, also T is considered
as a fixed number; its value is irrelevant since BS (/)-stability and B (/)-consistency are all local properties related to one step of the Runge-Kutta scheme.
It is pointed out, finally, that throughout this paper it is tacitly assumed that the system of algebraic equations defining the internal vectors

Yi

has a unique solution, although the question of solva-

bility is somewhat related to the concept of BSJ-stability.

3.

EQUIVALENCE OF BS(J)-STABILITY AND B(J)-CONSISTENCY

The main theorem of this paper is stated here without proof; it will be given in the next section.

THEOREM

3.1. Suppose efA=f=O, c;=f=cj whenever i=f=J, and let m;;;;;.O. Then the Runge-Kutta method is

BS-stable on <Fm

if and only if it is B-consistent on <Fm.

Likewise, the method is BSI-stable on <Fm

if and

only if it is BI-consistent on <Fm.
The condition efA =f=O cannot b~ omitted as the trapezoidal rule would then pose a counterexample to
the theorem: for any m ER it is B- and BJ-consistent on <Fm but neither BS- nor BSJ-stable on <Fm.
Note further that the theorem is not valid for m <0 since the Lobatto III C scheme with three stages
is known to be B- and BJ-consistent on <Fm for m <0 (see [5], [11]), but neither BSJ-stable (see [4])
nor ES-stable on <Fm for any m ER, as can easily be shown.

4. PROOFS
In a first step algebraic criteria for BSI- and ES-stability will be given for nonconfluent methods;

nonconfluency means that e;=f=cj whenever i=f=j. The logarithmic norm of a matrix Z will be denoted
by µ.(Z) and 6j)m will stand for the collection of matrices Z = blockdiag(Zi, ... ,Z8 )ERnsxns with
Z;ERnxn and µ.{Z;)::;;;,m. The identity matrix of dimension ns will be denoted by l

LEMMA 4.1. A nonconfluent Runge-Kutta method is BSI-stable on <Fm

ao,D 0 >0 such that
ll(I-hAZ)- 1 11:;;;Do

if and only if there are constants
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for every h >0 with hm .s;;;ao and ZE6Dm. The method is BS-stable on
a1,D1 >0

~m

if and only if there are constants

such that
llhbTZ(l-hAZ)- 111.s;;;D1

for every h >0 with hm.s;;;al and ZE6Dm.
PROOF. The difference (2.7) between an unperturbed and a perturbed step can be written as

v = hAZv+a
v = hbrzv+B

(4.1)
l

where Z is the blockdiagonal matrix with blocks Z; =

jfy(t 0 +c;h, Y; +O(Y;- Y;))d8,

and - due to

0

(2.4) - ZE6Dm. So (4.1) takes the form
V = (I-hAZ)- 11i
v = hbTZ(l-hAZ)- 11i+B

(4.2)

and both BSI- and ES-stability directly follow from the upper bounds given in the lemma.
The necessity of these bounds can easily be seen by considering out of ~m the class of problems

y' = A(t)y,
and taking

A(t)ERnxn,

B = 0. Then Z;

µ.(A(t)).s;;;m,

tE[O,T],

= A(t0 +c;h) can be chosen arbitrary and independent of each other as

c;=:/=cj whenever i=f=j was assumed. 0
In order to relate BS (/)-stability and B (/)-consistency, particular perturbations will be considered.
For any differentiable function g:[O,T]~Rn define li(g)ERns and B(g)ERn by
s

li;(g) = g(t 0 +c;h)-g(to)-h ~aijg'(t 0 +cjh),

l.s;;;i.s;;;s,

(4.3a)

j=l

s

B(g) = g(ti)-g(to)-h ~b;g'(to +c;h).

(4.3b)

i=l

LEMMA 4.2. Suppose the Runge-Kutta method is nonconjluent and efA=f=O. Then for any liERns and

h >0 there is a differentiable function g such that a(g) = A
PROOF. Consider arbitrary u 0 ,u;,W;Ellln, J.s;;;;.s;;;s, with the restriction that u 0

= u 1 in the case c 1 = 0.

Since the Runge-Kutta method was assumed to be nonconfluent the function g can be chosen as a
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polynomial on [O,T] with coefficients in Rn

g'(to+qh)

= Wj for

l:s;;;;j:s;;;;s. With u

such that g(t 0 ) = u 0 , g(t 0 +cih) = ui, and

= (ui) and w = (wj)ERns

the equation L\(g)

= a then holds if

and only if u -eu 0 - hAw = !::.. holds. For any given L\ and h, though, such vectors u 0 , u and w exist
because of the assumption that efA*O for the case c 1 = 0. D
With the help of the above two lemmas Theorem 3.1 can now be proved.

Consider first (2.6) with

a=

L\(y) and 8 = 8(y) where y denotes the solution of (2.1 ); then

Y; = y(to+cih), ~1 = y(t1), and thus BS(J)-stability on ~m implies B(J)-consistency on ~m for arbitrary m ER (see also [9]).
Assume now a nonconfluent Runge-Kutta method with efA*° to be BJ-consistent on ~m• m;;;;;.O.
Choose out of ~m the class of problems
y' = A(t)(y-g(t))+g'(t)

(4.4)

y(O) = g(O)

with A(t)ERnxn such that µ{A(t)):s;;;;m for all tE[O,T] and with arbitrary g:[O,T]~Rn as the solution
y(t). The BJ-consistency inequality (2.10) together with (4.2) implies

for every h>O with hm:s;;;;fJo, where Z = blockdiag(Zi. ... ,Zs) and Z; = A(t 0 +c;h); the constant Co
depends on some bounds Mj for llg<i>(t)ll,tE[O,T], but is independent of the stiffness of the problem.
From the assumption that c;*cj whenever i*j it follows that Z can be any matrix in 6Dm by choosing
A(t) appropriately. Lemma 4.2 .now implies the existence of a positive function q,(_h, L\) such that

11(1-hAZ)- 1!::..ll:s;;;;q,(_h,L\)
for any dERns,ZE6Dm and O<h:s;;;;H

= min{T,,80 /m}

(H

= T if m = 0).

Note that ZE6Dm if and

only if hZE6Dhm and that 6Dhm C6DHm as m;;;;;.O; consequently,

Taking 1/-(L\) = q,(_H, L\) gives

11(1-hAZ)- 1L\11 :s;;;;tf;(L\)
for any dERns, ZE6Dm and O<h:s;;;;H. From the principle of uniform boundedness (see e.g. (1]) it now
follows that (I-hAZ)- 1 is uniformly bounded for ZE6Dm and O<h:s;;;;H. By the characterization of
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Lemma 4.1 the method is thus BSI-stable on <ffm,m~O.
Finally, assuming B-consistency on

<ffm,m~O,

and choosing again the class of problems (4.4), the

B-consistency inequality (2.11) together with (4.2) implies
llhbTZ(I-hAZ)- 1f:t.(g)llE;;;C1hq 1 +118(g)ll

for every h >0 with hmE;;;/3 1 and ZE6Dm. Expanding 8(g) into a Taylor series yields

for some C >0,q el\I. Again, by using the principle of uniform boundedness and the characterization
of Lemma 4.1 BS-stability can be established.
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